TGDC Resolution 03-07
Title: HFP Preliminary Approval
Introduced by John Gale

- TGDC grants preliminary and conditional approval for TGDC HFP subcommittee to complete the HFP sections of the VVSG (Volume 3, Chapter 3) subject to final review of the edited and updated materials.
TGDC Resolution 04-07
Title: CRT Preliminary Approval
Introduced by Whitney Quesenbery

- TGDC grants preliminary and conditional approval for TGDC CRT subcommittee, working with other subcommittees, to complete the CRT sections of the VVSG (Vol. 2, Chap. 2; Vol. 3, Chaps. 2, 16, 17, 18; Vol. 4, All; and Vol. 5, All) subject to final review of the edited and updated materials.
TGDC Resolution 05-07
Title: STS Preliminary Approval
Introduced by Ron Rivest

• TGDC grants preliminary and conditional approval for TGDC STS subcommittee, working with other subcommittees, to complete the STS sections of the VVSG (Vol. 3, Chaps. 4-15) subject to final review of the edited and updated materials.